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UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 01    MASERU 01300  031448Z

44
ACTION SCSE-00

INFO  OCT-01  AF-03  ISO-00  J004 W

---------------------     077651
R 011305Z NOV 76
FM AME M BASSY MASERU
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 6351

UNCLAS MASERU 1300

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: CASC, LT
SUBJECT: W/W: SEMI ANNUAL ARREST REPORT

REF: A. 75 STATE A-3916, B. 73 STATE A-2141

THERE ARE NO RPT NO AMERICANS UNDER ARREST OR DETENTION IN
LESOTHO AS OF NOV. 1, 1976.
STOKES
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